
                                                                                                                           

 

Revitalist project kick-off meeting, Bercel, Hungary, 26-29. November 2017. 

Minutes 
Participants:  

Apolka Ujj, Zsuzsanna Jeney, Aranka Kléger (P1) 

Beatrix Csapó, Julia Csibi (P2) 

Ricardo Pereira, Berni Courts (P3) 

Gábor Gyói, Ildikó Török, Dániel Nagy (P4) 

Tamás Varga, Katalin Varga (P5) 

Jan Moudry, Tomas Chovanec, Jaroslav Bernas (P6) 

Ilaria Signoriello, Salvatore Stingo (P7) 

Ilona Baján (Tempus Agency), Kinga Petro de Chalendar (local supporter) 
 

26. November 

On the first day, right after arrival the project team got an invitation to the country house of Kinga Petro                    
de Chalendar. She and her husband try to bring national and international projects into this countryside to                 
improve the local's life quality. 
 

27. November 

On the morning session every participant organisation introduced themselves. We got to know that 2000               
inhabitants live in Bercel and the first family of the Eco Small Community (our hosts) moved here in                  
2015. Now the members are 10 families (40 people). They got their homes from the social sensitive local                  
investors. These houses were in bad conditions so first they needed to renovate. After the private houses                 
renovation they renovated their community house and now, during the wintertime they will lay down               
rules that are indispensable for the community to function. Like the community work rules. The Eco                
Small Community and WWOOF Hungary is planning together a social farm on the hill of Bercel, in this                  
cooperation take part the owner of that 5ha land (Kinga Petro de Chalendar) and the local Rehabilitation                 
Institute, whose inhabitants would take part in the agricultural and craft activities of the social farm. 

In the afternoon session the coordinator organisation presented the project activities, meetings, training             
and multiplier events are waiting for the partners during the 3 years period. As a professional visit we                  
visited the MagosVölgy Organic Garden https://goo.gl/WqA2Tk which is working as an organic garden             
from 2 years, they working in a CSA system and their market is Budapest. They made a lots of mistakes                    
during this two years, but now as they learned from their own mistakes they can see the light at the end                     
of the tunnel. They are a bit disappointed and now they can't imagine how they would be able to employ                    
disabled/disadvantaged people, but who knows the future. If the law will give a bit more support for                 
those who work in a helper position the spirit for help will increase. 
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28. November 

Morning session started with the financial and administrative aspects of the Erasmus+ project, then              
afterwards we went to visit the Harmony Rehabilitation Institute in the village. The Institute give place to                 
live about 100 seriously/moderately and slightly mentally ill or disabled people. They give a part time                
job for the slightly and moderately ones but these are all inside activities. The Institute accept people                 
with visually impaired from the country and people with mental problems from the region. The housing                
conditions currently are poor but they start to build new apartments next year, and according to the plan                  
at the end of 2018. 3 apartment houses can accept the inhabitants. Parallel with this construction work the                  
social farm beside the Institute will start to open its wings, and the hopeful future is the cooperation                  
between the Institute and the Social Farm, where disabled people can work in the garden and will have                  
the opportunities to deal with animals.  

In the afternoon the most exciting part started, when we were talking about the essence of our project, the                   
intellectual outputs. First of all the partners from Ruskin Mill let us know briefly the method of Practical                  
Skills Therapeutic Education. Then we went through all the Intellectual outputs and agreed the first stage                
of work, responsible partners and deadline (see in Action points. Intellectual Output tasks). After this               
important part we collected all the ideas and new engagements from partners in connection our project                
Intellectual outputs with a method of OUTPUT-MAPS (see the result of this method in Action points.                
Ideas, engagements on the Output-Maps). Closing of the day was the internal communication topic about               
the common storage place, the project website http://www.revitalist.eu/ and the Revitalist common email             
address.  
 

29. November 

On the last day we started with the dissemination topic what is an important part of the whole project.                   
The partner who is responsible for the dissemination (P2) introduced us the three levels of the                
dissemination work (see Action Points. Dissemination tasks) and then, all partner organisation got a huge               
sheet to write down their dissemination engagements on the level of the organisation, the region and the                 
nation. From this sheets the P2 will compile the dissemination plan of the project. Also we discussed                 
about the quality management and the meeting evaluation (we will use google questionnaire for this).               
The project ended with the summary of the meeting, tasks and deadlines and that we found the next                  
meeting’s (Short term joint staff training, UK) date 27 May-02 June 2018. 

 

Action points 
Dissemination tasks 

Responsible partner Task Deadline 

P1, P6, P7 – P5 

P1, P6 and P7 write an      
introduction/description to the   
website in his/her own national     
language and P5 upload it to      
the website  

15.12.2017. 

P5, P1 
Website – Gallery menu,    
instead of News better the SO      
FAR menu 

20.12.2018. 
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P2 

Dissemination template in   
every partner organisation   
dissemination folder  
(Event/Number of  
Person/Date) 

31.12.2018. 

P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 

Banner to every organisation    
website, what leads the    
interested people to the    
revitalist website 

20.12.2018. 

P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 

Upload every photos, links,    
programs (scanned) from   
dissemination events into the    
organization dissemination  
folder (Drive)  

31.08.2020. 

 

Intellectual Output tasks 

Responsible partner Task Deadline 

Trixi Cs.P2, Ricardo P. P3 

O1/1- PSTE theory Write a     
„cookbook” how can anybody make     
a research in the spirit of the place        
topic (7 steps etc.) 

30.03.2018. 

Gábor Gy.P4, Katacs V.P5, 
Ricardo P.P3 

O1/2- PSTE practice Write a     
„cookbook” how to find the craft      
activity of the place 
by continuous filtering: 
 
Crafts > spirit of the place > end        
users > therapy > economic viability      
> THE proper craft 
 

30.03.2018. 

Trixi Cs.P2, Gábor Gy.P4, 
Ilaria S.P7, Katacs V.P5 

O1/3- Characteristics of End-users 
Draft idea how should this module      
looks like (everything starting with     
the empathy).  
1.Examples of good practices P3,P7 

What Type of end-users methods      
for working with this group 
2. Personal qualities of the mentors      
(that will work directly with the      
end-users)ex. empathy, commitment,   
creativity…. 
3. Supporting mechanism for the     
mentors ex. mentor-network 
 

30.03.2018. 

Jan M., Tomas C. P6 

O1/4- Economic viability module  
 
The basic content of this module,      
calculation of economic viability.    
USB will contact with other partners,      

30.03.2018. 
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if further informations will be     
needed. 

Ricardo P. P3, Gábor Gy. 
P4 

O1/5- Localization  
 

Mentor „Action Plan” 
15.09.2018. 

Tamás V.P5 
 
 

P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 

O2- Open Education Resources 
 

Tamás will make a template for the       
partners 
 
The partners can send their videos,      
photos, ppt-s, booklets, researching    
materials via this template. 

31.12.2017.  
 
 

30.03.2018. 

Ricardo P. P3, Aranka K.P1 

O4/3- Economic viability models    
collection 
 
Template and Action Plan, first     
„model” from Bercel 

30.05.2018. 

 

 

Reporting and management tasks 

Responsible partner Task Deadline 

P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 
to fill the template made by P1 (the        
template will be created 2 month      
before the deadline) 

15. 06. 2018. 

P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 
to fill the template made by P1 (the        
template will be created 2 month      
before the deadline) 

15. 04. 2019. 

P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 
to fill the template made by P1 (the        
template will be created 2 month      
before the deadline) 

10. 08. 2020. 

P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 Skype meeting in every 2nd month from 01.2018. 

P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7 to fill the excel on the      
Drive/Revitalist/Role_of_participants 31.12.2018. 
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Questions, suggestions, challenges, involvements, commitments on the       
Output-Maps 

Partner organisation Ideas, engagements Concerning outputs 

 
P2,P4,P5 

 
 
 

P5 
 
 

 
P7 

 
 
 
 
 

P3 
 
 
 

unknown  

-Realization of the 7 steps, Genius      
loci research in Tiszasas, Gödöllő,     
Bercel 
 
-Reviewing the curriculum and    
translation 

 
-Share Capodarco Genius loci in     
connection to the implementation of     
our different services and    
organisation sector to show the     
relation between our mission and     
activities implemented 
 
-7 stage process of Genius loci, 20       
years experience of developing    
PSTE on RM Farm 
 
-PSTE is still too abstract for me.       
Who can become a good mentor?      
Entrance criteria (for the training)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O1/1 

P5 
 
 
 
 
 

P6 
 
 
 

P7 
 
 
 

P3 
 
 
 
 

P4 
 

-Providing information about the    
traditional activities example: What    
it’s the meaning of the street names       
in Bercel? City of Hemp? > Hemp       
growing fore rope and textile     
manufacturing?  
 
-Please discuss the activities with P6,      
we will need to know them better       
due to calculations 
 
-We can share our 40 years      
experiences especially the shelter    
laboratories 
 
-Therapeutic understanding based on    
practical implementation + research    
of PSTE activities 
Philosophies of PSTE into practice 
 
-Research > Find the link between      
fishery and willowing. Agricultural    
activities (vineyard, vegetable, crop    
production). Carpet making. 

 
O1/2 
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P5 

 
 
 

P7 
 
 
 

P3 
 
 
 
 

P2 
 
 
 

unknown 

-Info about Bercel Harmony Rehab.     
Institute: disabilities, difficulties,   
opportunities 
 
-Importance to focus on Ens-Users     
and how they will improve after the       
project 
 
-Very important to find which target      
group will benefit mostly from this      
project in each region where its      
implemented 
 
-Direct work with end-users,    
individual design for pedagogical    
outcomes 
 
-The connection with the end-users     
characteristics with the PSTE    
method and way of thinking 
 

O1/3 

unknown 
 
 
 

P7 
 
 
 

-Ideas for first step for beginners –       
how should we start, what steps to       
take? 
 
-At the end of the project we should        
be able to elaborate a social farm       
business plan.  
The immaterial aspect that make a      
social farm sustainable such as the      
informal network. 

O1/4 

unknown 
 
 

P3 
 
 

unknown 

-This concept is not really clear 
 

-How should we create an individual      
journal? –drawings? -…. 
 
-Help to develop a pro forma with       
relevant questions for reflective    
practice 

O1/5 

P3 
 
 

P7 
 
 

P5 
 
 

P2 
 

P1 

-Upload 2 PSTE videos already     
created 
 
-Upload 2-3 videos already created 
 
-Coordination of the activities, turn     
the teaching material into an     
E-learning course 
 
-Upload Eco-Motive materials (?) 
 

O2 
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-Upload V4 good practice collection     
(Social Farms) 

P5 
 
 
 

P2 
 
 
 

P3 
 
 
 

P4 

-Sharing experience of previous    
projects and technical   
implementation 
 
-How can it be a lively network?       
What are the needs of the mentors? 
 
-Quality assurance and advice of     
understanding and practice of PSTE     
methods. 
 
-Ideas for good operation >     
Organizing personal visits by the     
members, Annual selection of a     
leader from the members who would      
be responsible for the smooth     
operation of the network 

O3 

P3 
 
 
 
 

P6 
 
 
 

P2 
 
 
 

P1 

-Can we make this booklet     
interesting, easy to read/understand    
and valuable for the target group      
(mentors)?  
The booklet needs also to be      
available online. 
 
-Careful with the © copyrights     
(pictures, logos…) 
 
-commitment > Funny pictures    
/drawings – please give ideas 
 
-We shouldn’t talk too much about      
funds, project’s money, because    
these are occasional money to     
support economic viability 

O4/1 

P5 
 
 
 

P3 

 
-Recording the trainings,   
postproduction 
 
-How to make it short and      
interesting? 
How to describe PSTE in short and       
interesting? And equally its    
potential? 
 

O4/2 
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P7 
 
 
 
 

unknown 
 
 
 
 

P5 

-When we are going to elaborate the       
Model we should bear in mind the       
following additional aspects: 1. new     
funds attraction 2. it is important to       
know who owns the property 3. and       
the new markets possibilities 
 
-Only successful models or include     
analyses of several stories,    
experiences? 
 
-The experiences of the Bercelszegi     
Small Eco Community Retrospective    
/the last 2 years – how it works if we          
want to sell our handmade     
products… 

O4/3 

 

 

Project informations 
Project title: Revitalist – Social farm mentor training 
Short name: Revitalist 
Project duration: 3 years  
Project starts: 01. September 2017.  
Project ends: 31. August 2020.  
Project coordinator: Hungarian Quality Compost Association 
Participated countries: Hungary, UK, Czech Republic, Italy  
Program title: Erasmus+ KA2 Strategic partnerships 
Subprogram title: Vocational training 
Contract number: 2017-1-HU01-KA202-035932 
Project website: www.revitalist.eu  
Contact: revitalist@googlegroups.com  
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